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united nations: us (nay drop some proposals for changes in sea law
treaty •

new york apr 7 (ips/thalif deen)— the united states 'scale down' 
some of its controversial proposals calling for fundamental 
changes in the law of the sea draft convention, according to 
political sources here.-

the law of the sea conference will move into its third stage 
today when the plenary will decide to invoke the application of 
rule 33 of the rules of procedure of the conference which permits 
formal amendments to the text of the draft convention.-

the likely change in the us position follows a round of 
intense discussion in Washington last weekend, according to these 
same sources.-

Washington is expected to drop its abjections to two of the 
fundamental decisions on the darft convention already agreed to 
by third world countries: the ceiling on production of minerals 
from the sea bed area and the decision making in the council of 
the proposed international authority for the sea bed.-

the question before the conference is whether all efforts at 
reaching a consensus have been exhausted.-

these efforts are primarily directed to a considération of the 
views of the united states, which has indicated it would like to 
see substantial changes in the draft convention.

the group of 77 (third world) countries has not as yet made 
any decision as to which of the us concerns it is willing to 
accommodate or how, if any, negotiations can continue at this 
stage of the conference.-

the group is expected to meet today for a full-scale 
discussion.-

a spokesman for the group told ips that the group may not be 
averse to hearing out the the united states on its latest package 
of proposals with no commitments as to their acceptance.-

the group of 12 european countries that met earlier this week 
reportedly agreed that some provisions in the draft convention as 
they are now, cannot be reopened.-

they include the ceiling on production and decision making in 
the sea bed council.-

there is room for some technical changes in the system for the 
approval of contracts to mine the sea bed area, and a clear 
statement that the policies of the new authority will not hamper 
seabed mineral production, a third world delegate said monday.-

these changes are designed to safeguard the proper business
like conduct of mining operations in the sea bed area.-

g-77 sources say these changes coupled with a system of guara
ntees for mining consortia that their investment in sea bed min
ing prior to the entry into force of the new convention, should 
go a long way to satisfy the business interests who have shown 
great concern over some of the provisions that exist at present 
in the convention as being detrimimen ta 1 to economic development 
of deep-sea bed mining.
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the main interest in the conference now is focussed on how 
this deal will be struck so as to facilitate the united states 
and its allies accepting the adoption of the convention.-

the major industrial states have said they expect negotiations 
to continue despite the strict time table for concluding the work 
of the concerence.

united nations : committee fails to reach agreement on 
dangers of miIitirazation of outer space .-
new york april 6 Cips/thalif deen ) —  the preparatory committee 
for unispace '82 yesterday Ctuesday) failed to reach agreement on 
a highly controversial subject ; the inherent dangers in the 
increasing mi1itarization of outer space

over the strong objections of the united states, the committee 
had to drop paragraphs 13 and 199 of a draft report that is 
expected to go before the un conference on the exploration and 
peaceful uses of outer space Cunispace '82) scheduled to be held 
in Vienna august 9 to 21 .-

the committee concluded its fourth and final sessions 
yesterday by requesting' the secretary general of 1 unispace '82 
, professor yash pal of india, to issue a revised version of the 
conference's proposed draft report

the amended version will delete 15 of the report's 434 
paragraphs on which the coomittee failed to reach agreement 
during its ktwo week session here

two of the 15 paragraphs concern the mi 1itarization of 
outer space

the us delegate, gerald helman, told hte committee 
yesterday that the us considered the secretariat draft report 
unacceptable.-

however, in the interest of consensus, the us would 
accept the presence of a paragraph in the draft regarding the 
arms race in outer space

that paragraph however should not 'exaggerate' the mili" 
tary situation regarding outers space, he argued

defending the draft report, india’s u.r. rao told the 
committee that the working group and its chairman had done a 
'brilliant job' .-
he was glad to note Ithat agreement had been reached on all 

but 15 of the 434 paragraphs.-
it was a pity, rao said, that the committee had not been 

able to reach a consensus on the mi 1itiraztion of outer space.-
he hoped that this issue would be resolved in Vienna .-
the chairman of the committee, peter jankowitsch of 

austria, said that agreement on important matters 'has once 
again eluded us'.-

perhaps next year, after the Vienna conference, the 
committee could play a new role, he said.-



the 15 paragraphs on which the committee failed to reach consensus include the following :
paragraph 8 which states that the cocnlusions of the un 

conference on sceince and technology for development held in 
Vienna in august 1979 , are generally applicable to space 
science and technology, the report of that conference stated, 
among other things, that the elimination of underdevelopment 
presupposed that 'developing countries exercise full control 
over their own resources' as well as 'an equitable 
distribution and creation of scientific and technological capabilities of the world'.-

paagraph 11 which concerns the role that space applications 
could play in the development process, especially in the 
information field, and states, in part, that all countries should 
'have access to space technology' and that'know 1 edge should not 
be constrained by artificial boundaries ' .-

paragraph 12 which concerns econo ic development ane states 
that 'space technology is not a magic wand that can bring sudden 
wea1th ' . -

paragraph 13 which concerns the 'incresing militarization of 
outer space' which i poses a 'barrier to greater cooperation in 
space technology ' .-

paragraph 147 which concerns the limitations of certain 
satellite communications bonds and in part, encourages developed 
cou tries to shift their traffic to other modes of 
communication.-

paragraph 199 which expresses a need to reverse 'the dramatic 
increase in the militarization of space ' .-

paragrph 224 which calls upon tte un to begin a study on the 
feasibility of estab 1b1ishing an interantiona11y owned system of 
geo detic and navigation satellites .-

paragraph 275 which refers to the delimination of the 
geostationary orbit, responsibility for its efficient use, 
and the freeing of simpler and cheaper technologies for use by 
third world nations .-

paragraph 411 which suggests that the committee on the 
peaceful uses of outer space 'examine and refer for con
sideration of chcjeneral assembly how best it can esnure that 
outer space is used soley for peaceful purposes' .

uae, kuwait reaffirm support for nigeria
kuwait, 7 apr. (opecna) —  the united arab emirates and 

kuwait have reaffirmed their support for nigeria in the face 
of pressures by western oil companies for a reduction in its 
oil price.

mana saeed otaiba, the opec conference president and uae 
minister of petroleum and mineral resources, and ali khalifa 
al-sabah, kuwaiti oil minister, met here tuesday to review the 
current oil market situation and the latest developments 
concerning pressures on nigeria.

otaiba, who is accompanying uae president sheikh zayed bin 
sultan al-nahyan on a three-day visit to kuwait, said agreement 
had been reached to continue contacts + to discuss all measures 
necessary to help nigeria+.
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at the weekend otaiba said he would call for an emergency 

meeting of the 13 opec oil ministers if the companies persisted 
in pressuring certain member countries to reduce the official 
price of their crudes.+opec has the reasons and means to enable it to give 
nigeria its quota (of 1.3 million b/d) according to our Vienna 
agreement, and also defend our base price of 34 dollars-«*, he 
added.an opec ministerial committee, chaired by the opec 
conference president, is to meet later this month to discuss 
developments in oil supplies.according to warn, the uae news agency, certain oil 
companies were considering a halt on their destockings and a 
start on rebuilding their strategic reserves which have reached 
low levels.

the agency also quoted ahmed zaki yamani, saudi minister 
of petroleum and mineral resources, as saying monday that his 
country would impose sanctions on companies which reduced their 
liftings from nigeria to force its price down to the 31 dollar 
per barrel asked for british north sea crudes.

+we don't want to do that, but if it's a necessity, we 
will do it+, yamani told reporters before making a speech in 
bonn to the west german foreign policy association.

the saudi oil minister said opec was studying the situation 
which, he added, would be clear probably by the end of the week.

yamani said that oil consumption by +free world economies* 
in the first three months of 1982, was 47 million b/d and 
production by opec and non-opec producers around 43 million 
b/d, with the difference (of 4 million b/d) coming from stocks.

finance: jamaica meeting on ecdc finance a step forward
geneva apr 7(ips/by chakravarthi raghavan). ''it was a serious 
and intense discussion of the issues'' and the technical study 
on a bank for developing countries, commissionned by the jamaica 
meeting an ecdc finance, is a step forward and not an attempt 
to shelve issues, according to mr dragoslav avramovic, an unctad 
senior consultant who attended the meeting.-

the j amaica meeting, within the ambit of the Caracas programme 
of action of the group of 77, had focussed on mutual cooperation 
among third world countries in the area of f inance, and was atten
ded by government experts from 37 third world countries, repre- 
senting a cross-section of the group, the study, it is hoped, 
would enable the g77 at subsequent meetings to take appropriate 
political decisions within the context of the Caracas programme 
of action.-

according to the report of the jamaica meeting and other 
details now available, the technical study for a bank for deve
loping countries is to be based on a realistic assessment of 
the current economic situation and of the long-term development 
perspectives of the third world countries.-

the scope of the study is toinclude:
--requirements of development finance and balance of payments suppor t:
--assurances for financial viability as well as access to

international capital markets:



— participation in the bank on the principle of collective and
equitable sharing of. obligations by all interested members of 

the g77 as well as on the basis of joint and mutual benefits:
— and ensuring adequate coordination with existing subregional,

regional and international financial institut ions, in order to
avoid duplication of tasks.-
the study is to take account of other existing proposals of 

a similar nature like the iraqi proposal for a world fund, and 
the proposed international bank for industrial development put 
forward by the united nations industrial development organisation.-

the bank for developing countries, aimed at strengthening the 
cooperation among the third world countries, is not to be viewed 
as relieving the industrialised countries of their responsibili
ties for supporting the development objectives of the third 
war 1 d. -

the discussions were based upon a shared perception of the 
existence of significant mutual interests among the third world 
countries in strengthening collective selfreliance by promoting 
economically viable development projects and programmes in 
different areas, this was an integral part of the collective 
action of these countries for restructuring of international 
economic relations.-

in this perspective the jamaica meeting, according to the 
report of the group, addressed issues in the area of development 
projects, joint ventrures and export credits, energy investments, 
balance of payments, and institutianal issues like the proposed 
bank far developing countries.-

the meeting agreed that economically viable development pro
jects could be financed by loans on market related terms. such 
projects would complement third world joint venture investment 
projects, based partly on equity and partly on loan financing, 
to the extent possible, joint ventures should emphasise and 
exploit the comparative economic advantages of the third world 
countries, ensure optimal use of available resources (including 
raw materials, capital, technological and managerial expertise, 
supply of skills, and transfer of techno1ogy),whi1e respecting 
each country's policy regarding foreign investments.-

host third world countries wishing to attract joint venture 
investment would need to develop the necessary domestic legisla
tive and incentive framework, some progress is already being 
made in this area and the experience should be reviewed through 
country studies, and progress uccelerated through deliberate and 
suitable policy actions.-

these measures would need coordinated action on investment 
promotion including:
— exchange of information on existing joint ventures, markets, 
and legal and incentive structures affecting investments, 
--pre-project technical assistance and project identification, 
appraisal and development.
— • and, brokerage facilities to bring together potential investors 
and other sources of funds such as commercial and investment 
banks.-

the experts also agreed that there was a significant gap in the 
area of export credit finance, especially in some regions, this 
gap needed provision of adequate finance for export credits and 
of guarantees for such credits, that could be tackled in the 
context of joint ventures.-
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on energy investments, the experts agreed on the need for the 

g77 to pursue efforts to set up the world bank energy affiliate, 
to finance public and private projects, complementary arrangements 
to insure against risks of oil exploration should be introduced 
by interested countries, economically viable energy development 
projects would also benefit from institutional arrangements that 
might be set up for promoting third world joint investment 
projects.-

in discussing balance of payments issues, the experts agreed 
that the traditional distinction between development finance 
and the bop support had diminishing relevance for third world 
countries, given the structural nature of their bop problems, 
in this view, direct bop support should be an important part of 
the south-south economic cooperation, and efforts through exis
ting south-south institutions should be more effectively coor
dinated, improving the modalities of such coordination.-

increasing the real returns on commodity exports of the 
third world would automatically improve their bop. but elabora
tion of measures to improve commodity prices should take account 
of ongoing work on stabilization measures in the intergrated 
programme for commodities, regional and subregional south- 
south cooperation measures should not impede the process of 
ratification of the common fund and should avoid duplication of 
tasks.-

the jamaica meeting also considered other bop measures-regional 
credit arrangements and steps to remedy adverse bop movements due 
to deterioration in terms of trade, some regional mechanisms are 
already in existence as in latin america. the need for similar 
mechanisms in other regions, and the need to link them on the 
basis of mutual interests was stressed, however, it was felt 
that solutions to the problems should not focus exclusively on 
imports of a single commodity, however important, and should 
also be linked to effective promotion of development projects 
and joint ventures.-

the jamaica meeting found considerable support for the view 
that a bank for developing countries directed towards promoting 
economically viable development projects and programmes in 
different areas and for bop support was needed to supplment 
resources from traditional international financial institutions.-

such a bank could play a catalytic role in promoting coordina
ted investment programmes involving joint ventures, consistent 
with national legislation of interested countries, complemented 
by strengthened export credit facilities, such a bank could also 
promote the favourable investment climate needed for joint 
ventures, without such a bank, a heavy burden would be cast 
on existing financial mechanisms, and a number of gaps in the 
structure of development financing of vital concern to the 
third world would remain unfilled.-
however it was agreed that all this would require a technical 

study of the scale and characteristics of the bank covering both 
development and bop measures, the study, it was suggested, should 
avoid emphasising the role of one particular group of countries 
within the south, as this would create avoidable schisms within 
the south and would tantamount to assigning to this group of 
countries the role that should be assumed by the north, the 
study should be on the basis that participation in the bank 
would be of a voluntary character , involving interested countries.
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the technical matters tobe taken note of in the study must 

include:
— projections of cash flows and volume of resources required 
including callable capital to cope respectively with project 
financing and bop support requirements of the third world 
countri es,
—  the illustrative financing schedule that would build up to the 
required amount step by step,
— how far the institution would secure 'additional resources' 
in relation to amounts mobilised through existing institutions,
— how to distribute the paid-in and callable capital obligations

as between the third world countries differently situated in 
respect of financial strength,

— the possibility of relying upon the intermediation of an agent 
bank instead of a new institution to discharge the functions 
required,
— the implications under the Caracas programme of action of any 
financial graduation for countries that have a relatively larger 
gnp per capita, and
— ways of securing better cooperation between the group of 24 
(third world group within the imf-world bank setup) and the 
arrangements for financial cooperation within ecdc.-
as observers seeit, there are a number of problems involved, 

firstly, the capital surplus opec members do not want to be 
singled out and put in the position of having tobear the entire 
financial burden and costs, as they see it, their current surpluses 
are a transitory affair, arising out of their compulsions to convert 
their nonrenewable liquid assets underground into cash assets, 
when their hydrocarbon resources are depleted or exhausted in 
the not too distant future, they will have no real nresources 
left whereas some of the currently deficit countries have much 
larger resource base (in terms of raw materials, markets, human 
resources and scientific and technical skills andinfrasttuctures).-

but while this is true, it is only a long-term perspective, 
in the short and medium term, a bank for developing countries 
would be viable, and wouldsbe able to mobilise additional capital 
resources for development only to the extent that it has and is 
seen to have the full backing of the capital surplus countries 
and their available liquid assets.-

but once the bank gets going, and aver a longer-term acquires 
assets through its lending to deficit countries andin commercially 
viable joint ventures etc, it would command a market position 
of its own. and if the other third world countries who would be 
the immediate beneficiaries, diversify and develop, in the long
term, they would be able to 
provide strength to the bank.-

in the long term thus, the bank would then be useful even for 
the currently capigal surplus countries, these two elements have 
to be balanced in terms of capital structures, and the 
paidin and callable capitals, and other issues.-

as for the larger, now capita1-deficit third world countries, 
they would be looking tosee whether in the short and medium 
term, the new institution would be able to assure them access 
to additionality of resources, und whetherit would' function 
differently from the existing internationa1 institutions and not 
seek to apoly against them the same 'graduation'princip1es.-
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it is this difficult area of combining the strengths of the 

capital surplus and deficit countries, and their present and 
potential future strengths that the technical study would have to 
tackle, several third world experts however believe that though 
difficult it is a feasible task.-

agriculture: rome, capital of the battle against world hunger 
an inter press service feature 
by cecilio bascialla
rome apr 3 (ips)--over the past several months, italy has moved 
to the forefront of the world battle against hunger, taking the 
initiative to coordinate international assistance to hungry 
countries and regions.-

prime minister giovanni spadolini expressed italy's desire 
to take on this role during the july 1981 summit of the 'big 
seven' industrialised countries in Ottawa.-

the basis of the italian strategy, according to government 
sources, is to move beyond the mere provision of food aid to 
needy countries and focus on cooperation measures aimed at pro
moting food self-sufficiency in those countries through agricul
tural development.-

another essential element in the italian approach is to re
frain from transplanting inappropriate development models in the 
recipient countries, as has been the case with many bilateral ef- 
for ts. -

a corollary to this is the promotion of south-south coopera
tion (ie among third world countries) as a primary factor in the 
battle against hunger.-

the italian government is sponsoring two international confer
ences this year to reach agreement on food policy.-

the participants will include members of the organisation for- 
economic cooperation and development's Coecd -- grouping industr
ialised countries) development assistance committee tdac), arab 
oil exporting countries with development funds, and international 
and regional lending agencies and funds.

a technical-preparatory meeting of directors of the involved 
countries' cooperation agencies is set for late april. it will 
lay the groundwork for a ministers meeting which will be held in 
the last quarter of the year.-

the starting point for this initiative is the conviction that 
the battle against hunger and efforts to preserve peace are inex
tricably linked, according to ferdinando salleo, deputy director 
general of the italian foreign ministry's department of coop
eration.-

'we believe that the perverse spiral of underdeve1opment, 
which daily widens the gap between the available food and the 
mouths to be fed, must be attacked at what is perhaps its weakest 
point: ma1nutrition', said salleo.-
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the primary reason for this approach, according to the italian 

official, is that an integrated attack an underdevelopment would 
demand a colossal effort that would be next to impossible to 
carry out within the urgent time frame imposed by hunger in the 
wor1 d. -

italy underscores the need for undertaking the battle against 
hunger in the context of a broader strategy for overcoming under
development, a topic which must be taken up in global negotia- 
t i ans . -

further, says salleo, 'while the overall theme of struggle 
against underdevelopment still provokes serious controversy, the 
food topic presents a common platform accepted in great measure 
by everyone, although not always conscious1y'.-

from this foundation, the italian government decided to 
promote 'an international initiative to coordinate an already 
existing political will, based on a conceptual unity —  which we 
believe is already there as well —  in order to move directly 
into action', according to the foreign ministry official,

italy has identified four groups of problems to be addressed 
in the effort to eliminate hunger: 1) food aid, 2) the need for 
poor countries to formulate and apply national food and agricul
tural strategies with the help of the internationa1 community, 3) 
the identification of broad problems affecting more than one 
country and the development of multinational measures to resolve 
them, and 4) the coordination of internationa1 action.-

salleo underscored the internationa1 consensus to focus this 
first type of assistance —  food aid —  on emergencies such as 
war and natural disasters like draughts, floods and hurricanes.-

'indiscriminate food aid winds up producing negative effects', 
he added, in that it distorts consumption patterns in areas 
where it is received, 'and the easy availability of food in the 
cities attracts growing numbers of people from rural areas, giv
ing rise to unbridled urbanisation' .-

the key to the strategy is point two: the conception of 
assistance as cooperation for agricultural development directed 
at achieving food self-sufficiency in the recipient countries.-

the italian initiative, says salleo, assigns particular impor
tance to helping poor countries formulate and implement a nation
al food and agriculture policy.-

the community of donor nations must mobilise its energies and 
resources to provide concrete responses to third world countries 
which have undertaken such strategies.-

but such cooperation can only be effective to the extent that 
the industrialised nations put their technology at the disposal 
of the needy countries on terms which do not imply the implan
tation of a development model, nor deprive the recipient coun
tries of sovereign control over their development process, added the italian official.

the initiative places a singular importance on the role of 
south-south cooperation, using the accumulated know-how of other 
third world countries which have confronted similar problems.-
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salleo said his government sees the recent emergence of re

gional cooperation organisations as a valuable component in the 
international effort.-

'we observe with great interest', he added, 'the actions of 
the coordinating committee for development of southern africa, 
which groups countries as diverse as angola, Zimbabwe, bats- 
wana, and mozambique'.-

the importance of such regional groupings, according to the 
italian official, is that they encourage farms of development 
less influenced by approaches and views foreign to the region.-

'the south-south element can then be strengthened through 
these same groups', he added.-

the third group, salleo described as 'thematic' problems -- 
such as desertification and drought —  which traverse borders and 
regions and should be approached multinationally, taking into 
account the experiences of other victims of the phenomena.-

the fourth area, international coordination, is the role 
assumed by italy following the Ottawa summit.

italy: 1QQ million dollar donation to un agencies
roine apr 7 (ips/asma ben hamida)— the italian government today 
announced a special 100 million us dollar donation to two united 
nations agencies concerned with childrens' health.-

foreign minister emilio Colombo signed the agreement with the 
head of the un childrens' fund (unicef), James grant, and the 
director of the world health organisation (who), halfdan mahler.-

grant called the contribution 'historic', coming 'at very dark 
tim'js on the global economic scene', the word crisis, he said, 
hits the poor hardest and mothers and children among them hardest 
of all.-

15 million dollars of the donation will be spent on essential 
drugs in five african countries, grant said, and the rest will go 
towards a larger project to improve child health and nutrition in 
over 15 developing countries around the third world.-

the unicef chief welcomed the italian move as showing 'leader
ship' when any other industrialised countries are cutting back on 
domestic social programmes and foreign aid.-

just three years ago, grant recalled, italy contributed only 
half a million dollars to unicef.-

public opinion, he said, had been an important factor in it
aly' s increased aid. 'there was widespread popular support to do 
more for children', he pointed out, and members of parliament had 
also been active in the field.

the three biggest italian trade union confederations last week 
urged all post office workers to donate one hour's pay to unicef, 
which would provide the un agency with some 12 million dollars, 
arnoldo farina, secretary general of the unicef committee for i taly told ips.-
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grant hoped that other countries will follow the italian ex

ample, but warned that 'frankly, one should not be too optimistic 
in these very difficult times'.-

'it depends upon public opinion and citizens' leadership', he 
said.

environment: mediterranean countries agree on newtreaty
geneva apr 2 (ips/chakravarthi raghavan)— mediterranean govern
ments and the european economic community today approved a treaty 
committing them to create a network of specially protected areas 
around their common sea.-

the treaty is expected to be signed tomorrow by many of the 
participants while others will sign during the year.-

this is the fifth treaty in environment protection approved by 
the mediterranean countries in the past six years.-

the current one will result eventually in setting up a network 
of some 100 protected zones all around the basic for a variety of 
purposes.-

some would be special areas to protect endangered species such 
as monk seals, marine turtles and pelicans, others would serve as 
habitats for migratory birds, while others would combine bathing 
beaches with sites of architectural or historical interest.-

the network will also cover protected zones for underwater arc- 
haelogical vestiges, for example, a Phoenician vessel, and breed
ing grounds for commercially exploitable fish and shellfish, ano
ther purpose would be to offer scientists research 'sanctuaries' 
or to protect genetic diversity.-

the mediterranean contains some 500 species of fish, close 
to 100 of them virtually restricted to that sea.

while the total mediterranean catch is only about one-sixth of 
the world total, its economic value is disproportionately high 
because of the luxury value of fresh fish.-

the treaty maintains the momentum of the 1975 barcelona plan 
of action for the mediterranean sea, according to peter thatcher, 
deputy executive director of un environmental programme.-

creating another link in the cooperative chain forged by the 
countries of the region, thatcher suggested that while it would 
too early to claim the mediterranean has been saved, it had 
stopped getting sicker, and the diagnosis is good«-

in addition to approving the treaty, the governments at a 
week-long meeting here agreed on a two-year seven million dollar 
budget for 1932-83. of this sum, unep will give 100,000 dollars 
annually, and the eec 400,000 in 1982 and 500,000 in 1983.
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commodities: producer cooDeration through buffer s t o c k s end 

5 upp1y controls commsrcia 11y viable

geneva mar 2 4 Cips-hy chakravarthi raghavan). producer cooperaa 
tion through some buffer stocking and selfpci iced supply control 
measures to assure floor prices will attract market support 
and comhercial finance, according to a background paper for the 
Jamaica meeting.- ^

efforts under unctad auspices to promo tf^J®[csr-consuiner 
cooperation between north and south to s t a L 1 1iap internet ional 
commodity markets and prices have made little progress so far 
due to the attitude of the industrialised countries, and spe
cially of the usa, backed sometimes by the uk and west germany.-

this has renewed thinking within the third world over 
possible south-south cooperation, the background paper for the 
jamaica meeting suggests that while north-south cooperation in 
this area is still important and needs tcbe pursued, south-south 
cooperation as a supplementary method is feasible and will be 
commrcially attractive for joint ventures atleast in some of 
the commodities.-

such cooperation towards internationally held stocks would be 
feasible in tropical agricultural products like the beverages, 
jute, hard fibres, tropical timber and rubber, and some of the 
minerals not produced in the north like tin, bauxite and cobalt, 
also, under adequate safeguards, such a cooperation could also 
cover nationally held stocks as in the case of copper . -

suchefforts would however need financialsupport and equity 
investment, a nd co u 1dbe commercially profitable i f t he preduce r 
cooperation involves buffer stocks backed by s upp1y-m a n a g e m e n t 
measures to ensure a floor price. -

such cooperation would not be enough to permit unilateral 
global stocking schemes tosupport prices, supply control 
measures have run into the difficulties of distribution of quotas, 
and thus difficult decisions of distribution of short-term foreign 
exchange and employment sacrifices.—

but the functioning of the commodity markets is such that once 
as tacking mechanism to support prices is s sen t o be credible, 
the mechanism will never need access to full financial resources, 
if an operator in the commodity market is convinced that the 
floor will be held, as the price nears this threshold, he will 
cover short positions and even go long on the commodity, and 
thus will be supporting the floor.-

but the ultimate defence of a floor prices is supply control, 
and their existence will make any stocking scheme easily 
''bankable'', this means producers must agree to act to ensure 
that there will be no chronic oversupply and standby control 
measures will be instituted, these could be selfpolicing, as 
in the case of coffee, through issuance of export stamps, coupled 
with an advance decision made known that the buffer stock will 
not buy it aggregate exports for a given period exceed a 
target.-

however tor such a producer coop e r a t ion st ock i n q arrangement, 
the producers must bear the storage costs of any stocking opera
tions.-
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such a facility could 
financing.-

i h a n dcraw unon ccmmarc = 1 s.nUT'f'ac¿ 3 A 3

for a facility to cover initially coffee, cocoa, tea, jute, 
hard fibres, rubber,tin , copper and bauxite, the maximm

needed for supply control measures would be in the region 
dollars, accnsidecsbis portion of which would be 
standby lines of credit.-

fund1 of 6.7 billion 
in th e form of

the h i s t o r i 
minimum pr i q 
a stabilisa

experience of the variations in maximum and
&<5f these commodities over their cycles show that
h'Wund could generate a return of perhaps twenty 

percent on shareholders equity, even on the basis that defence 
of the ceiling is as important as the floor.-

funds could be attracted from private banks and investment 
companies, the recent waves of mergers between investment banks 
and commodity trading houses clearly provides emir ical support 
for the commercial viability of these operations, the fund 
could also attract financing through commodity bonds, the holders 
of which would be entitled at maturity to a fixed physical 
quantity of the concerned commodity or the revenue from the sale 
of a fixed quantity of the commodity.-

the operation could be a j o i n t venture of the south, the 
exporting country's investment would be the foregone export 
revenue in a period of supply control and its engagement to 
accept and enforce them, the foreign partners invastmentis in 
the capital provided and the engagement to further sums when 
needed.-

agricultures third world, industrialised countries oppose eec tax 
on vegetable oils

roiTie mar 2b (ips/asma ben hamida) —  third world and some industri
alised countries strongly oppose the tax on all vegetable oils 
the European economic community is considering to protect olive 
oil production when spain and portugal enter the community.-

as the intergovernmental group on oils and fats met this week 
at the un food and agricultural organisation Cfao), third world 
and industrialised nation exporters of fats said they opposed the 
tax idea.-

since 1964 the eec has indicated that it might impose a 
'non-discriminatory tax' on both community-produced and imported 
vegetable oils so that it can absorb the olive oil surplus.-

as spain and portugal -- both olive oil producers -- are 
expected soon to join the community, the new tax is being looked 
a t seri ous1y.-

when the two countries join the eec, probably in five or six 
years, the community will have an estimated 200,000 metric tonne 
surplus of olive oil.-

but a decision to impose the tax is not expected in the near 
future, and the eec has not made a formal proposal.-

norbert tanghe of the eec agricultural division told ips there 
is no formal document on the proposal, 'just some ideas (that) 
came up at the eec council to maintain a balanced policy for the 
enlarged community when Spain and probably portugal join the 
eec' . -



nevertheless, opposition from third world vegetable oil expor
ters is already strong, 'we have to do something before the bul
let gets out of the gun to kill us', the Philippines representa
tive to fao, horacio carandang, told ips.

'if we wait until it gets to gatt it will be too late', he 
added.-

'we believe that a solution should be sought within the eoc 
itself', chairman of the Philippines committee ‘on coconuts c. 
villariba told the meeting.- "

'the burden should not be shifted to the poor farmers of the 
developing countries by imposing a tax on vegetable oils which 
would further depress the already low incomes of these farmers'.

carandang said such a tax is discrminatory and would violate 
rules of the general agreement on tariffs and trade (gatt), 
agreements reached in various international fora as well as the 
spirit of the association of south east asian nations Casean), 
the ecc and the lome convention.-

some 40 per cent of the Philippines' coconut oil production 
is exported to the eec. 'it is our main export', carandang said.

he argued that if the eec imposed the tax it would affect 
directly or indirectly 20 per cent of the Philippines' farmers.-

the price for coconut oil exports have continued falling, he 
said, adding that the Philippines expects to earn 700 million 
dollars from exports this year compared 1.2 billion dollars in 
1979. the volume of exports has remained the same, he said.

vegetable oils -- palm, coconut, groundnut soybeans, and sun
flowers -- are primary exports of several third world countries 
such as malaysia, sri lanka, Senegal and papua new guinea.-

the united states and Canada are also large soybean and 
sunflower oil exporters.-

43.3 per cent the vegetable oils comsumed in europe are impor
ted from third world countries, carandang said.-

carandang said all the non-eec committee members, importers 
and exporters, third world and industrialised countries, opposed 
the tax idea.-

tanghe said the eec is considering other measures to solve the 
olive oil problem such as converting olive plantations to other 
grops, set up a long transitional period before Spain and Portug
al enter the community and establish the necessary bilateral and 
multilateral contacts with exporter and importers.-

'it is ridiculous that other countries attach such importance 
to the tax and do not consider the alternative measures', he 
said.-

tanghe believes the issue is a political one, and charged 
that some countries want to 'discredit the eec'.-

'we are ready to discuss any concrete problem', he said, 
arguing that exporters and importers have no problem with the 
eec's current policies.-
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villariba said third world countries are already a large mar

ket for industrialised country goods, what happens in the third' 
world affects the industrialised nations, he said.(more)

the Philippines representative asked the eec to drop the idea 
of the proposed tax.-

'independent and self-interested action by each alone to solve 
their problems is bound to affect the other parties adversely, 
villariba said, warning against 'self-centred rescue' policies 
which he sAid might lead to disaster.

finance; tight resources harden world bank loan policy, officials 
say

Washington mar 24 (ips)--world bank officials say resource con
straints are to blame for the bank's hardening loan policy.-

during a press briefing held at the bank's Washington headqua
rters yesterday, vice-president for operations ernes t stern said 
the bank would impose its 'graduation' guidelines more firmly in 
future.-

the bank acknowledges, however, that graduation from ids may 
have 'to be accelerated at a faster than dssireab1e pace' if the 
drastic reduction in ida funds continues.

f u n d i n g has shrunk from 4,1 to 2,6 billion dollars d urino t h i s
fiscal year alone, primarily as a result of a cutback by
united states from amounts pledged in 1950.-

f h e

among countries which have r e o e iv e d loan s fr o m the b ank du r i n q 
the last four years, Uruguay, oman, trinidad and tohago, Cyprus, 
the bahamas and barbados have now exceeded the 2,650 dollar bank 
loan benchmark.-

wi th per capita incomes above 2,000 dollars, yuqoslavia, 
Portugal, chile and mexioo mexioo appear to be a p o roach ino the 
bank's limits.-

'graduation' is the process under which countries become 
ineligible for bank loans as their per capita income increases 
beyond established'benchmarks.-

stern confirmed the 'inflation updated' cut-off points, which 
were established at a meeting of the bank's board on January 26.-

countries with per capita incomes in excess of 2,650 us 1?S0 
dollars will no longer be eligible for bank loans,-

access to international development association (ids) 'soft' 
loans will cease at nat iona 1 per capita incomes of 730 I960 us 
dollars, benchmarks are subject to update.-

background notes providad by tha bank say countries will 
continue to graduate from ida 'soft' loans to leans from the 
world bank itself at interest rates closer to the privat*3 market 
level.—

ida provides loans at no interest, but charges a small service 
fee.—
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t h e r e a g a n administration has placed the world bank and other 
multilateral de v e 1opm a n t institutions undsr s evers scrutiny«-

t h i s month, a us treasury report recommended a reduction in 
the us contribution to ida and saw no prospect for increased us 
participation in the multilateral institutions as a whole.-

the report suggested that the bank should adapt a tighter lean 
Hc 1 icy more similar to that of private bank lenders.-

with this press briefing the world bank has apparently fallen 
into line with the us administration's : in =  _ —

stern, however, would not confirm that us bank negotiators had 
pressed for a further drop in the main benchmark to 2,200 dollars 
per capita income.-

although the outlook for futurs us funding is poor, the bank 
was granted a substantial increase in its capital base two years 
ago, -

une tad: yugoslavia 'very interested' in hosting sixth session 
in be 1 grade

geneva mar 24 (ips)--yugos1 avia said today it was 'very interes
ted' in hosting the sixth session of the un conference on trade 
and development Cunctad) in its capital city, belgrade.-

speaking before the trade and development board today, a yugo- 
slav spokesman suggested that unctad send a mission to belgrade 
to evaluate the city's facilities to host the may 1933 session.-

an unctad spokesman told ips that no date had yet been fixed 
for the mission's departure, but added that it would be 'pretty 
soon' . -

stern says this increase has been eroded by inflation, he also 
pointed out that demand for the bank's loans is increasing, 
china, which is currently j o i n i n g the bank will be a major n ew 
borrower.-

in comparison to these new demands, the reduction in demand 
for funds because of graduation will be small: less than 6 0
million dollars per annum for the next few years, according to 
e tsrn• —

5 t e r n reported that the bank n c r m a 11 y places a cap on loans as 
countries approach the graduation point,-

cnce the point is passed, graduation from loans will be 
completed within five years, barring exceptional circumstances,-

the bank intands to stick by the income benehmarks more firm1y 
because of pressure on its funds but infrastructura deve1cpment, 
economic policy, and country access to private capital marksts, 
will continue tc play a role in the private graduation negotia- 
t i c n s between national governments and the bank,-
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participants in the beard meeting today said they would like 

to. see the venue issue settled 'quickly', according to the 
spokesman.-

the mission would have to wrap up its report by may 11, the 
spokesman noted.-

gabon, chosen to host the session, now says it is unable to 
do so, citing the costs and the time involved to provide the 
addtional facilities for the conference.-

latin america, which has to have hasted the session under 
the regional rotation convention, has stood down to avoid a 
political over Cuba's offer and us opposition to it.-

thus, the choice of venue has fallen to the asian region.

un conference sources say only belgrade, new delhi and manila 
have the necessary facilities to host the conference.-

third world sources said last week that if belgrade was able 
to host the conference, it would be the first choice.

china: to receive un technical assistance

new york mar 17 (ips/thalif deen)--the 
Cundp) is to provide approximately 142 
nica 1 assistance to the people's republ 
announced here.-

u n d e v e 1 o p m e n t p r o g r a m m e 
million dollars in tech
ie of china, it has been

the Chinese government has asked th 
concentrated in four major areas: food
u r e , p r c du c t i o n of consumer goods and 
ment and conservation, and the human r

at the assistance should be 
prod u c t i o n and agricult- 

services, energy develop- 
esources and infrastructure

needed for development.-

the 142 million dollar allocation, called the indicative 
planning figure Cipf), will be disbursed over the next five 
years . -

in its first country programme for china, the undo has paid 
tribute to the Chinese government's efforts in meeting its 
national development objectives.-

in a 29 page report, the undo says that under the 1 
of the Chinese communist party and the concerted effor 
Chinese people, there have been great achievements in 
ist revolution and construction in the 33 years since 
ing of the people's republic.-

eadership 
t s of  t he 
the social- 
t h e found-

building on an extremely backward economic base, china has now 
established an independent and comprehensive industrial and nat
ional economic system, the report says, providing greatly im
proved living standards in both town and country.

between 1952 and 19SO, the total value of industrial and agri
cultural production increased ninefold, national income rose 1,2 
times, industrial fixed assets 27 times and average c on su m d t i on 
by 100 per cent, the report says.-

the report will go before the undp governing council, due to 
meet in geneva may 24 to 28.-
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in a major departure from its traditional policy, the Chinese 
government decided in 1978 to seek, foreicn technical assitance
while at the same time maintainingn  i  + ■= icy cf =. = l f reliance.-

responding to china's request, the undo allocated it 15 mill
ion dollars on an ad hoc basis, to cover the remaining three 
years of the agency's second programming cycle.-

the money funded 27 projects, most of which have now been 
completed.-

in january 1980, the governing council decided to lend china 
an additional 15 million dollars to finance a 'mini programme' 
consisting cf 79 projects.-

by the end cf 1981, most of the 30 million dollars had been 
delivered to c h i n a .

given its large population and relatively low development lev
el, the Chinese government is approaching modernisation cautious
ly, and in step with what it can really afford, says the undp re
port.-

this means that while the scale of capital construction will 
be maintained at an appropriate level, the emphasis will be on  
agriculture, light industry (especially consumer good related to 
living standards), energy, transport, education and health.-

the undp's technical assistance will be telescoped into 
c h i n a' s six t'h five year p 1 a n . -

the report says that china is expecting a significant improve
ment in its strategic objectives, development patterns and scon- 
omic models.-

the aim is to blaze a new trail characterized by a fairly 
steady tempo and better economic results, yielding more substant
ive- benefits to the people.—

the next ten years will be crucial to the achievement of this 
strategic change, says the report.-

the undp programme includes the creation of a national rice 
research institute, strengthening the development and research of 
soybean production, upgrading the sugar processing research 
centre, the introduction of food processing technology, a forest 
inventory, copying machine technology, and a training centre for 
oil exploration and exploitation techniques, among others.

mideast: joint gulf technology proposed

beirut mar 18 (mer-ips)--the six member states of the gulf coop
eration council are considering the establishment of a unified 
gulf technology body, abdullah al goweiz, the gee's assistant 
secretary general for economic affairs, said in abu dhabi

the porposal has been studied by the saudi centre for techno
logy and the kuwait institute for scientific research.-

although china has been a contributor and an active partici- 
pant in the undo's economic and technical assistance programmes 
since 1977, it started receiving undo technical assistance only 
in 197.5.-
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al gaweiz who was in the united arab emirates on a visit t- 

discuss various projects with uaa officials, said the gcc would 
lay down standard specifications governing its member states' 
economic and construction activities.-

he was also schedule to meet uae minister of finance and indu
stry, hamdan ibn rash id al maktum, to discuss the standardisation 
of weights and measures among gcc member states, as well as the 
implementation of the unified gulf economic agreement that was 
approved at the second gcc summit meeting in riyadh last 
november.

arab banking corporation to open branch in Singapore
Singapore, 24 mar. (opecna)--the arab banking corporation 

is awaiting approval of the monetary authority of Singapore to 
start merchant banking operations here.

four arab banks have already established branch offices 
in Singapore.

west germany: arab world primary non-european trading partner

bcnn mar 18 Cips/by jorge gillies)— the arab world was west ger
many' s primary non-europsan trading partner last year, overtaking 
the united states and Canada, according to the west german minis
try of economy.-

climbing 32.5 per cent over 1980, trade between west germany 
and the arab countries reached a total of 27.6 billion dollars in 
1981 to make up 8.3 per cent of the european nation's total for
eign trade.-

the largest factor in this jump was the rise in german exports 
to the arab world from 8.6 to 12.7 billion dollars, the ministry 
noted in a recently released report.-

imports from arab countries grew 19.1 per cent to 14,87 bil
lion dollars last year, despite a 13 per cent decline in oil 
imports -- to 366.5 million barrels.-

crude oil made up 90 per cent of west germany's total imports 
from the arab world.-

west germany increased the proportion of its oil imports from 
arab countries from 59.6 per cent in 1980 to 63 per cent in 1981.

saudi arabia supplied 1 8 8 . 4  million barrels of crude to west 
germany last year (32.2 per cent of the nation's total oil im
ports), libya supplied 7 6 . 2  million (1 3 . 1  per cent), algeria sup
plied 43.6 million (7.4 per cent), and the united arab emirates, 
25.7 million (4.4 per cent).-

other arab sales to west germany included varicus fuels, crude 
phosphates, cotton, rugs and fruit.-

west german exports were headed by capital goods for the me
chanical, automotive, electronics, chemical, pharmaceutical, and 
metalurgical industries.
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iraq was the major purchaser of 
saudi arabia, libya, and algeria.-

german products, followed by

exports to 
total of over

iraq doubled last year over 1980, 
2.9 billion dollars.-

reaching a

exports to saudi arabia grew 44.9 per cent to 2.7 billion dol
lars.

caribbean: Canadian,' us volunteers expanding work

kingston mar 20 (ips)--two volunteer groups -- the Canadian 
university service overseas (cuso) and the united states peace 
corps -- are to expand their work in the Caribbean, according to 
reports here.-

cuso, Canada's lagest non-governmental international develop
ment organisation, plans to double its assistance programme in 
the commonwealth Caribbean through increased support from the 
Canadian international development <cida), the private sector 
foundations, donors and individuals.-

t he 
belize 
number

agency will spend 1.5 million us dollars in Jamaica, 
and the eastern Caribbean over the next three years in a 
of employment-generating cooperative and self-sustaining

development projects.-

the expansion programme envisages the creation of 1,000 jobs, 
and the localisation of cuso's Caribbean programme, moving 
further away from the original practice of sending Canadian 
volunteers to the region, at the end of the three year period.-

cuso executive director ian smillie is now in Jamaica visiting 
projects supported by the agency, meeting staff members and hav
ing talks with government officials on the organisation's wcrk.-

one of the other main 
here, the us peace corps 
work in the region.

international volunteer groups operating 
has also announced plans to expand its

the corps will establish a 
jamaica, beginning next month

training centre in

the traininq programme will start with 50 volunteers from the 
united states and a training staff of ten, some of whom will be 
jamaicans.-

the volunteers will be send throughout the Caribbean, the 
peace corps said.

west germany: anti-apartheid group criticises sale of military 
equi p m e n t to south africa

bonn mar 18 (ips) —  the west german anti-apartheid movement today 
called for an end to the daimler-benz company's sales of 'uni meg' 
military trucks to the south african army.-

'these vehicles have been regularly used in all south african 
invasions of angola', said the group in a press conference, men
tioning in particular last week's raid deep into angolan terri
tory to destroy bases of the southwest african peoples organisa
tion (swapa).-
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the south african invasions, some half a dozen in the past 

year and a half, invariably bring death and destruction to 
angolan people and property, according to the angolan government, 
which charges Pretoria with trying to damage the angolan economy 
with the raids.-

south africa is preparing a 'general offensive', supported by 
'sympathetic forces in the united states, britain, and west ger- 
many', the angolan embassy in paris charged today.-

southwest africa, or namibia, which is located between south 
africa and angola, has been occupied by south african troops 
since 1915 and was declared a province of south africa in 1949.-

in 1966 the united nations declared the south african occupa
tion illegal, and in 1977 it called for an embargo by all member 
nations of military sales to the apartheid government.

yet daimier-benz has been selling the unimog trucks, which are 
particularly suited for military actions, to south africa since 
1973 with the knowledge of the west german government, said the 
anti-apartheid movement.-

south africa’s apartheid policies in namabia have meant that 
the black population of that diamond and uranium rich country- 
must live in reservations, apart from the economic and social 
life of the whites.-

meanwhile, the west german foreign ministry 'took note’ of the 
latest invasion of angola, but made no further comment.-

however katharina focke, a parliamentary deputy of the govern
ing social democratic party (spd) took a harder 1ine. -

'the west must tell south africa much more clearly than it has 
so far that it will not tolerate this policy’, she said in a 
press communique.-

'a more decisive’ approach to the problem of namibia 'and also 
to the south african problem in general’ is necessary, focke add
ed, recommending that west germany increase its ties with neigh
boring mozambique and angola, 'to contribute to the stability of 
the region’.


